
SCW-100
Starwheel Checkweigher Station
 
Precise weight measurement is an
important step in quality control for many
industries. Consistency of the product
weight and the information on the
packaging is a requirement determined by
the regulations. In particular, quantity
controls of evaporating products such
as aerosols can....
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PCW-100
Pharmaceutical Checkweigher Station
 
PCW-100 Pharmaceutical Checkweigher
controls the weight of the smallest
component in the carton, ensuring that a
carton is complete.
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FCW-100
Food Checkweigher Station
 
Food Checkweigher determines whether
there is a missing product in the package
of products consisting of several parts, to
measure the product weights.
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Your Most Working Assistant in Production Completeness

Checkweigher are innovative systems that can measure the weight of the products on the
production line without stopping the line and automatically separate the products with weights
outside the specified ranges from the line.
 
It is very important for every consumer that the weight information written on the product
packaging is correct. For consumers' product satisfaction, manufacturers ensure the
accuracy of their products through quality control processes. VISIOTT Checkweigher helps
you to remove non-standard products from your line by considering the component weights
and the required weight of your product.
 
Below, VISIOTT Checkweighers are provided you with detailed information.

About Us

VISIOTT is the principal provider of traceability solutions for a growing number of
industries to combat counterfeit products, illicit trade, and the black market. We
offer reliable and high-performance solutions tailored to secure your product
supply chain. Our passion for innovation is driven by the desire to provide you
with the highest engineering solutions for guaranteeing the authenticity and safety
of your product. We have exemplary after-sales service to support our customer
throughout the lifecycle of our systems.
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